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The future of complex stands in British Columbia, and implications for timber  
supply analysis 

________________________________  
 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
 

Q:  Are you planning to address the fact that our current inventory is out of date and in some 
cases in the province pretty poor by getting another inventory of the provincial forests going? 
 
A:  Good question.  It was a little over a year and a half ago that the inventory came back to 
the Forest Service, which as the Chief Forester I was very pleased with. Since that time, we’ve 
done a review of our inventory program, which has led to the formation of the Vegetation 
Resource Inventory Advisory Committee to the Chief Forester and we’re developing a strategic 
plan on what our priorities should be for inventory in the province. We have about a steady 
state inventory program of about $8 to $10 million a year over the course of the next number 
of years.  The model’s a little different now than the model that I grew up in where the Forest 
Service did all the inventory. We’re now working collaboratively with industry.  The advisory 
committee to the Chief Forester will be producing a strategic work plan over the course of the 
next five years and an annual work plan on which inventories need to be done first, or re-
inventories need to be done first.  So, we can’t re-do the inventory all over the province at 
once, but we’ve got a plan in place to do it in the highest priority areas first, and to spend our 
FIA money as wisely as possible. 
 

________________________________  
 
Q:  Additional information on secondary structure? 
 
A:  There should be opportunities to do that through the Vegetation Inventory Advisory 
Committee.  
 

________________________________  
 
Q:  Do you know if, under the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA) it’s clear that licensees, 
FF forest stewardship funders have to fully support all types of harvesting on the ground?  For 
example, the licensee could be carrying out partial cutting and leaving a lot of retention 
behind, for reasons other than timber.  Is it clear under FRPA that the Forest Steward Plan has 
to support or detail that type of harvesting? We’re struggling with that right now. 

 
FRPA standards are currently based on even-aged management.  There really isn’t any 

provincial standard that I’m aware of for retained trees, particularly on the coast.  Licensees 
are starting to carry out partial cutting and leaving trees behind, for timber, and for other 
reasons.  We’re not clear whether or not under FRPA the licensees have the freedom to 
deviate from the forest stewardship plans. 
 
A:  Difficult question, but let me see what I can do with it.  The licensees do have a lot more 
flexibility and freedom under FRPA. We have been monitoring partial-harvesting on the coast 
and I’ll give you my impressions.  The range of partial harvesting is all over the map 
depending on what ecosystem you’re in and what the values are they’re trying to manage for.  
I’ve seen partial-harvesting from helicopter logging that opens up a significant patch that 
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allows cedar and Douglas-fir to be planted with good regeneration.  And then I’ve seen other 
harvesting practices, mostly outside the timber harvesting land base but nonetheless in the 
productive TSA, where we’ve had cedar, partially-harvested, leaving a stand of hemlock.  
Without a lot of light getting to the ground we’re not likely to get a lot of cedar.  So we’re 
monitoring those kinds of practices and it’s not clear under the Forests and Range Practices 
Act whether there’s enough guidance that would require the licensees to specify what it is 
they’re trying to achieve with some of this partial-harvesting activities.  So the Coast Region 
Implementation Team is looking at it. I believe that if we’re going to carry out partial-
harvesting, and I think it’s an appropriate tool in certain spots, we really have to know what 
the end game is.  What’s the desired future forest condition that you’re actually striving to 
achieve and how will that management prescription actually get you there?  That’s a link that 
I’m not quite seeing yet, so at some point we might need to move to a practice requirement 
under FRPA that details, and requires that licensee to really think about future forest 
conditions before carrying out the practice. 
 

________________________________  
 
Q:  As we’re moving out of these pine areas we’re going to be moving into the spruce and 
balsam areas.  In terms of appraisals, there’s lots of problems with getting proper decay, 
waste, and breakage factors especially in the spruce balsam stands, given the fact that those 
inventories were done in the early 1970s. Is this something that’s been brought up? 
 
A:  It hasn’t been brought up yet but I’m sure as we’re going to be shifting operations at 
some point out of the pine-dominated stands into other areas, we’ll probably have to have a 
much better handle on our decay, waste, and breakage. That will come up in the inventory, 
I’m sure, over time.  It hasn’t risen to the top of the pile yet, though.  
 

________________________________  
 
Q:  Getting back to inventory, do you think it’s a good model, considering inventory has is 
come back to forest service, that industry continues to coordinate specific inventories in 
specific places and the government coordinates the whole thing, or do you think that 
inventory itself should come back to the government. 
 
A:  It’s the model we’ve got and I think it can work.  This Cooperative Advisory Council that 
I’ve set up is meant to have the Forest Service and the industry look at those priorities across 
the landscape.  It’s my opportunity as the Chief Forester to give them where I think the 
priorities should be for them to chew it over and then for them to come back and produce a 
strategic plan that actually I endorse and approve.  I think what’s more critical for this model 
to work is actually getting the consultants to ramp up their expertise.  We’ve had such a 
dearth of inventory work done in this province over the past five or 10 years, that the kind of 
classifiers we need and the kind of inventory people we need just aren’t out there.  What I 
want to do is create a stable inventory program of this $8 to $12, and then consultants 
around the province can count on that work and start to develop that expertise again. 
 

________________________________  
 
Q:  With respect to seral constraints, what is the seral stage of a stand in which the 
overstorey has been killed by mountain pine beetle and when does it change? 
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A:  That’s a tough question. I’m not sure I quite understand it, but maybe Dave Coates could 
help me with this one. So, what are you driving at? 

 
________________________________  

 
Q:  If the land base is being managed for seral, mid-seral, and old-seral, and you must 
maintain a certain amount of old-seral, then, if your considering your pine overstory and the 
age at which it is being killed then if the oldest trees are dead, then is the stand old then? 
 
A:  It depends on what kind of stand you are in.  So that if you are in a stand that is heavily 
pine-dominated, then it doesn’t have a lot of secondary structure in the overstorey, but it still 
has some understorey in terms of poles and saplings, it probably reverts back to early seral.  
If that stand is more mixed, with pine as leading but has some spruce and balsam in it and 
the pine drops out, it probably has more old-growth attributes and mature or old-seral 
characteristics.   
 

There is no one answer.  So foresters really have to take a look at each stand and what 
the stand conditions are and determine 1) whether or not a stand should be harvested;  2) if  
it’s going to be harvested, how should it be harvested; and 3) if its going to be left, then what 
are you leaving it for and how will it grow, and will there be enough site occupancy to give 
you a mid-term timber supply. A whole host of questions. 
 

________________________________  
 
Q:  You stressed several times in your presentation “other forest values” and I’m wondering if 
FRPA gives managers the flexibility to really manage for those other values given the 
language of the objectives in FRPA?  I’m asking specifically about the phrase “without unduly 
reducing timber supply”? 
 
A:  I think it does and we’ve always been practicing with that unwritten objective in mind.  
And we’ve had land use plans in place which have zones in them (to protect other forest 
values), and land use decisions have been made, and trade-offs have been made.  I think 
what that language shows is to take the decisions that society has made around those land 
use decisions and say yes we want to manage those within a context.  The context is those 
higher level plans that have been established, plus the language that has been established in 
FRPA.  So we still want to maintain a vibrant and healthy forest industry within the province 
and that’s the context that we want to manage in. 
 

________________________________  
 
Q:  Just thinking about policy.  I’m a scientist, so might be a little naïve here. Generally 
partially cutting can be a little more expensive than clear-cutting.  So people who do the 
partial cutting want some kind of break in stumpage to offset their extra costs.  Yet, at the 
same time the Americans are quite suspicious when we give stumpage breaks to our industry, 
so there are trade issues involved here.  Given this situation how tied are our hands in doing 
some kind of interesting forestry? 
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A:  Our hands are probably a lot more tied than they used to be.  Back about a year and half ago 
when I was out on a field trip with Dave Coates and others we looked at some of these 
understorey issues.  Dave and Craig Delong said we have to do some research into that.  So we 
did and that work continues. We got FERRIC involved in some partial- harvesting scenarios so we 
could get an idea of what the costs are in treating some of these stands differently.  We are 
starting to get that information from FERRIC, and I hope I can bring that to the table with Bill 
Howard and the Director of Revenue Branch.  So I don’t know exactly how it will interface with 
the Softwood Lumber Agreement.  I think as long as it didn’t result in decreased costs, as long as 
there wasn’t any subsidy to industry I think we’d be ok, but I might be a little naïve too.  It’s 
probably going to be a lot harder than that. 
 

_________________________________  
 
Q:  Given the changing state of the Interior forest, can you tell me what MoF, ILMB, any other 
agencies for that matter, are planning with respect to re-examining land use objectives in the 
light of a mid-term timber supply crunch? 
 
A:  The Forest Service is supporting ILMB in areas where there needs to be land use plans re-
opened.  ILMB has done an analysis on all land use plans to see what needs to be done in terms 
of opening up land use plans.  Other folks like the Omineca Beetle Action Coalition and the 
Cariboo Chilcotin Beetle Action Coalition are also looking at their existing land use plans to see 
what changes should, could, or might be made.  So there hasn’t been a lot of action on that front 
yet.  But I’ll note it and see if I can get back to you with a better answer.  So far there hasn’t 
been any re-opening of land use plans that I’m aware of. 
 

_________________________________  
 
Q:  Due to the mountain pine beetle, timber supply has been going down for some districts.  I’m 
wondering if you are looking into some redrawing of Timber Supply Area (TSA) boundaries? 
 
A:  There’s no question when you have an insect like the mountain pine beetle affecting 80% of 
your mature pine, which in the province represents about 20% of our mature inventory in the 
timber harvesting land base (THL) there are going to be implications to timber supply.  If your 
question is, have we looked at potentially modifying TSA boundaries as a result – we haven’t 
started to do that yet but it is certainly not out of the question.  What we are trying to do is 
extend the shelf life of this dead timber.  One of the things we are trying to do is get other 
industries in place that can utilize that dead fiber.  The milling industries are finding that in a 
lumber market that is about $260./1000 board feet the amount of decay, drying and checking 
really plays havoc on their lumber recovery and grade recovery.  So what we are trying to do is 
see if there are other industries, like the pellet industry and oriented-strand-board (OSB), and, 
you’ll see the province come out with a call for bio-energy.  We’ll see if we can get that dead pine 
being utilized by other non-lumber producing industries.  So what we’d like to see is low grade 
fiber going to things like OSB and pellets and possibly electrical energy.  And then when a stand 
is harvested that may have been dead a long time but still might have some solid saw logs – 
some of those logs could go to the lumber producers and the lower grade timber can go to 
another producer.  We’ll be looking at lots of ways to try to mitigate this fall-down on 
communities to reduce the economic impacts, including looking at TSA boundaries and 
movement of wood from non-impacted areas.  There will be all kinds of strategies that emerge 
over time.  But our first goal is to get as much of this timber utilized, so get the right log to the 
right processing facility at the right time. 
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